


          OU EXPECT THE VERY BEST  
OF EVERYTHING?

THEN WELCOME. 

YOU’RE EXACTLY WHERE 
YOU NEED TO BE. 
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     o get to the heart 

of a story, 

you have to go back 

to the beginning.

  HO ARE WE?

A CLIENT CENTRED DESIGN HOUSE  
THAT PIONEERS

THINKERS  •  DESIGNERS  •  COLLABORATORS
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International Brand Creators

FOUNDER AND CEO

INTRODUCING
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    ith love & passion,  

you can conquer 

the world.
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What may seem like a tall order for some is just run-of-the-mill for Annerette.  
She finds inspiration everywhere and strives relentlessly for perfection. 

Over a career spanning over 10 years, specialising in new development and  

high-ticket item marketing, Annerette has amassed countless hours of hard 

work and industry expertise. 

Annerette states it simply: “I can’t rest unless the mission is  
completed and it becomes the best.”

This, when coupled with her innate talent, ability and attitude, has created a  

formidable force to be reckoned with and a reputation that precedes her.

Anyone who has collaborated with Annerette is struck by her astonishing 

tenacity and unwavering determination to deliver excellence and be the 

absolute best she can be.

Ears that listened and eyes that saw

Annerette has an inherent ability to see into the heart of things, an amazing 

empathy that allows her to connect in a deep and meaningful way with every 

project she encounters. 

This rapport enables her to uncover, understand and unlock the uniqueness  

and full potential of any new creation. She always thinks with the end  

in mind and ensures that all parties benefit and grow from her expertise.

INSPIRED BY 
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“I believe that design, beauty and style add to the passion of living.  
Inspired by life’s best experiences, I rebel against the bland  
and unimaginative. I strive to be flawless in what I deliver.  

Real luxury is the result of a multi-sensory journey in shape,  
detail and style. It is a vision of life actualised.” 

From a luxury brand marketing perspective, Annerette is a firm believer  

that REAL LUXURY forms confident positioning. 

World-class design, unmatched quality, refined style and timeless beauty 

inspired by tradition and modernity - these are the qualities, which when 

combined, capture her unique understanding and experience of creating  

luxury and desire.

LUXURY BY 



    ove of beauty is taste,

the creation 

of beauty is art.
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Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Excellence is such a subjective term, its meaning guided by one’s own personal  

experiences of life. Annerette is an action-taking dreamer, a woman of 

considerable means who sees the world and its luxuries as her playground.  

One of life’s eternal students she understands that excellence is a continually 

moving target and as such the lessons and learnings on how to embody it  

will never cease...

For Annerette excellence is a way of being, a driving force she defines as follows:

• Excellence is never content at staying where you are - innovation and  
reinvention are non-negotiable traits

• Excellence is not a set level of quality or perfectionism. It’s an ever-changing 
dynamic in both our personal journey and the collective journey of our  

circle of competence 

• Excellence means greatness - the very best

• Excellence is the quality of excelling and being truly the best at something 

• Excellence is a quality that people instantly appreciate because it is 
so hard to find 

• Excellence requires constant hard work which means we are  
continually getting better

EXCELLENCE BY 
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   ET EXCELLENCE BE YOUR BRAND
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      e are obsessed about 

most things 

people only imagine.
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     T YOUR REQUEST

International Brand Creators 
One Class. World Class. 

Whatever you wish for, wherever you wish it…

Driven by unfettered imaginations and creativity, there is no limit to what  

can be achieved in our professional playground. But rest assured that it will  

be on-point, omnipotent and original in every way. 

We deliver design artistry on an altogether different level ensuring that  

your brand is reflected in its truest and highest form.
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      HAT SEPARATES US?

OUR SINGULAR OBSESSION - YOU 

While so many devote their minds and waking minutes to the activities and  

achievements of their competitors, we channel 100% of our energy and focus 

 into getting to know our clients: How to endlessly surprise, delight and  

impress them. How to consistently enhance their experience and convince  

them of what they are to us... The centre of our universe...

HOW DO WE DO IT?

We dig deep and we LISTEN, and keep on listening until we get to heart of your 

story: Every brand has one and we pride ourselves on being master storytellers. 

As a passionate team of professional thinkers, designers and collaborators, we’re 

intent on immersing ourselves in your brand’s individual story - imbibing its 

essence before painstakingly bringing it to life and putting it out into the world 

in a way that is breathtakingly beautiful and unique. 

Our premium design creations are inspired because they are conceived from  

a place of empathy, knowledge and truth…

The result: Design artistry that compels, captivates and above all CONNECTS 

with your elite audience - ‘pulling’ them in, prompting conversations and 

propelling their desire for your product.
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  reativity is the ultimate 

form of intelligence, 

that is what separates us.

Chris Milly
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     HERE FIRST IS THE LAST WORD

Modern marketing is the ultimate shape-shifter. Success can be elusive in this 

ever-evolving digital landscape. It demands standing out, not standing still.  

It requires relevancy, immediacy and impact: Being FIRST is definitely foremost!

Being ‘FIRST’ has many meanings at IBC - all of them immutable:

• It means putting our clients needs, wants and desires FIRST - always

• It means a singular focus on absolute excellence because nothing else will do

• It means constantly innovating and inventing for the future

• It means pioneering perfection

• It means absolute devotion to detail

• It means commitment to creating the truest, highest expression of your brand

• It means giving our customers that critical first-mover advantage and edge
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    IMING IS EVERYTHING

Excellence takes time but we are equally aware that timing is everything.  

It’s why we provide our clients with a first-mover advantage in their respective 

markets. This demands supreme agility and acumen on our part, qualities  

we have in abundance thanks to our privileged position of not having to 

outsource our requirements.

As a design house we have invested heavily to ensure that we are in the 

privileged position of not having to rely on third party suppliers: every 

professional service and level expertise we might call on is housed right  

here, under our own roof. 

Having world-class professional resources at our fingertips means  

we are in CONTROL of the entire creative process:

• We abide by our own rules

• We adhere to our own timescales and budgets

• We accept excellence - and nothing else - when it comes  

to quality and creativity

• We agree to work only with partners and clients we respect and admire.

It’s a privileged position to be in. It’s a privilege we’d like you to share...



   ou have to learn the rules  

of the game, and then 

you have to play better 

than anyone else.

Albert Einstein
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   HINKERS.
DESIGNERS.

COLLABORATORS.

INTRODUCING TEAM FEROCITY

Why Team Ferocity? At International Brand Creators we understand that 

excellence takes time. It entails keeping your eye on the prized end goal  

and acknowledging that getting there is a step-by-step process. There can  

be no skipping of steps. We get there by putting one foot in front of the  

other with precision and passion - step-by-step FEROCIOUSLY!

Our professional team of in-house experts includes:

• Film Production, Directing & Editing
• 3D Architectural Visualisation

• Graphic Design
• SEO & Google Programmatics

• Web Development
• Digital Marketing

• Strategic Marketing
• Copy & Content Writing

• Print & Production
• Photography

• Corporate Gift Boxes
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Jack Welsh
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       IMITED SPEND, UNLIMITED TIME

Introducing IBC INFINITY

Creating unforgettable, unbeatable experiences for our clients lies at the  

heart of what we do. We hold onto the belief that with imagination there 

are no limitations. We aim to deliver on the impossible and improbable.  

But most astonishingly, we offer this exceptional level of service without  

clock-watching or calculating billable hours. 

Excellence takes time. It needs to be considered, cultivated and crafted.  

At International Brand Creators we invest in our clients over the long-term,  

building enduring and enriching partnerships that are mutually rewarding.  

Short term goals and gains simply aren’t our game. 

So while other marketing agencies sell time, we sell VALUE, being of the  

opinion that it is value and not time that defines and determines the return  

and indeed the excellence of the result.

Limited Spend, Unlimited Time... Ours is certainly a pioneering business model.  

But then again, it would be wouldn’t it?

imitations live only in our minds. 

But if we use our imaginations,  

our possibilities become limitless.

Jamie Paolinetti
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   HINKERS & DESIGNERS
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       he art of design is not  

just what it looks like, 

design is how it works.

Steve Jobs
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          ESIGN ARTISTRY AMPLIFIED

Design does not only happen between the hours of eight and five. Ideas 

and inspiration can catch you at any moment, lighting up your mind  

and imagination, an abstraction that insists on being acknowledged,  

applied and actualised. 

With flair and finesse, we create design artistry that blends the essential  

elements of timeless style and classic elegance whilst celebrating our  

clients’ own unique tastes and design requirements. 

Design is the beating heart of any world-class luxury brand. The seed from  

which the most memorable brand identities germinate and take root in society.

It all begins here.
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          HE ART OF THE IDEA

For an idea to grow and develop into a powerful and tangible reality, it takes 

the meticulous skill and synergy of a professional design team.

We take the utmost time and care during the initial engagement and planning 

stages. We use digital skills and hand-drawn renders to play around with visual 

ideas and concepts until we collectively ‘strike design gold’.

Of course, high quality, timeless design takes time - but that investment is 

immediately apparent in the end result - design creations that are brought to 

life through their enchanting visual beauty and originality, selection of superior 

materials and compelling content. Innovative and intuitive, our creative work  

is designed to inspire rather than simply inform.
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        nything you can imagine 

you can create.

Oprah Winfrey
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          XPERIENCE THE EXCEPTIONAL

Team Ferocity takes no prisoners when it comes to creativity. Our full-house  

of in-house Professionals thrive on seeing fresh projects come to fruition.  

Working in unison these expert partners produce design excellence time  

and again. Nothing else will do.

Art Directors

Responsible for the creative direction, vision and translation of the ‘Big Idea’,  

these experts sculpt the identity, design and over-arching look and feel of  

a project. They then direct a team of creative professionals as the brand vision  

is ‘rolled out’ and translated into different digital and traditional elements.

Graphic Artists 

Obsessed with balance, proportion, clarity and colour, our expert graphic artists  

create world-class visual elements to be used across multiple marketing 

channels. From logos to high-end brochures, luxury magazine layouts, websites, 

signage, branded apparel and everything in between, this talented team is 

tasked with developing and designing the unique artwork and concepts that 

will elevate your brand to the next level.
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Copy & Content Artists

Visuals on their own are just images but when combined with engaging  

and emotive copy they become a story. Every brand has one, and it needs to  

be told - and sold - in the most compelling, current and powerful way.  

Leave it to our talented scribes to weave the thread that creates the fibre  

of your unique brand tapestry.

Animators & Multimedia Artists

In this digital age dynamic visual content is fast becoming king.  

Audiences have an ever-increasing appetite for the moving image.  

It represents story-telling in its most accessible, enticing and emotive form.  

It brings brands to life. It can also be shared at the touch of a button,  

making it even more potent and powerful as a marketing tool.  

Our Multimedia Artists create magnificent animations and visual effects  

for digital media, television showcases, movies and cinematography.

Web Development

Usability and utility, not the visual design, ultimately determine the success  

or failure of a website. The end-user demands a seamless, signposted journey.  

Frustrate them on their search and you’ll lose them in an instant.  

User-centric design is at the heart of successful web design. Our web  

developers are digital artists with the technical skills required to create  

websites that work harder! 
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    our vision of where or 

who you want to be is the 

greatest asset you have.

          RIVEN BY DIGITAL

Speaking your brand is our language

The heady pace of change in the digital landscape demands that modern businesses  

evolve at an equally rapid rate. Indeed, their success and survival may well depend on it.  

Multi-faceted skills in the digital marketing arena are now a ‘must have’!

Our digital playground is a future-forward, high-tech hub of knowledge, innovation and  

analytics. Our goal? To facilitate the growth of your luxury brand through embracing  

the digital revolution. Our alchemy? The efficient yet cost-effective integration of  

tech and digital media into your world-class brand.

A Seamless Integration into the world of Public Relations 

How the world perceives your brand is our specialty and how the message gets across  

is what defines public relations. Our PR focus and constant strive is the seamless integration  

f all the marketing channels, leaving the desired footprint in the hearts of consumers.

International Brand Creators’ dynamic team of experts of media, tech and marketing  

specialists are ready to hear your unique story and develop strategic insights and solutions  

to engage with your elite target audience.

As for the rules of engagement, they’re non-negotiable: whatever message we put out there,  

it will be meaningful, memorable and measurable!
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Digital, Public Relations and Social Media Marketing

Paul Arden
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          IGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!

International Brand Creators has become a powerhouse in the filming industry, providing 
 world-class video, broadcast and film production services. On a global stage, we  

capture moments that others think are impossible. Capturing the best the world has to  
offer in architecture and property developments, in the most desirable destinations.

Internationally and locally recognised; Our lens extends to: 
• Film & TV Productions

• Cooperate &Business showcases
• Lifestyle
• Movies

• TV Commercials & Documentaries 
• Cinematography
• Drone Expert
• Interviews

• Script writing
• Scene selection
• Audio & Sound
• Producing
• Directing
• Editing

• Rendering
• Colour Grading

  Film & Photography



          VISION OF THE FUTURE

To transform a concept into a tangible vision is a rare skill. There is a vast conceptual 
leap between 2D architectural plans and the envisioned end result. This is where 

the power of 3D visualisation technology comes into play.

3D reality creations are not just seen by the eyes, but felt by the heart and stir 
emotions you can’t pin down... 

Always ahead of the curve and predicting the explosion of 3D reality as the new 
mode of visualisation, International Brand Creators brought about Vizform - fulfilling 

a desire to introduce the architectural world to unparalleled hyper-realistic 3D 
renditions. Architectural plans, storyboards and sample visuals suddenly become an 
immersive and inspiring 3D experience, a tangible and stirring vision of the future.

 Specialising in the world’s most exclusive residential, commercial, retail and  
mixed-use property developments, we are proud to be offering a perfect blend  

of 3D design and animation. 

And because timing is everything, we’ve taken full control of our turnaround 
times. With instant access to the capabilities of our own private render farm, we 
have superior processing power, delivering world-class imagery to our clients in 

considerably faster time frames. Indeed, our output is 2000% faster that the industry 
standard, reducing image rendering from three hours to a mere 30 minutes. 

With total control over the quality of our rendering output, International Brand 
Creators is setting a new standard in quality and realism. The future is now!

3D Architectural Visualisation
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   HE ART OF GIFTING

Our speciality is handcrafted, fully customised & authentic luxury gifting, wrapped with finesse  
so that you can unwrap it with pleasure.

Why do we buy and give gifts?

For us, the service of gifting represents a rare and unique opportunity to directly and personally 
interact with our partners and clients. 

It offers the opportunity to build and enhance an emotional connection with the receiver, 
strengthening the relationship and improving the experience by focusing on the action of  

gifting rather than the gift itself.

Gifting is the ultimate experience in emotional consumerism.

The power of gifting

We believe that the time and money spent on gifts may be more valuable to a brand than most 
other forms of marketing.  Gifts connect people emotionally, magnifying and intensifying the 

marketing power for a brand of both the gift giver and receiver.

The process of receiving starts with the process of giving

The nature of the gifting industry creates extraordinary advantages and enhances brand loyalty. 

 The Gifting experience

Luxury brands focus on the entire client experience as well as the sheer indulgence associated with 
luxury products. It has the advantage of being incredibly desirable which makes for the ideal gift.

 In our world of gifting, we believe that impeccable taste sets the tone for the ultimate compliment. 

As the old saying goes, it’s the thought that counts and what can be more thoughtful, 
complimentary or more memorable than beautifully presented, luxury products?

& THE GIFT OF GIVING



’ve learned that people  

will forget what you said,  

people will forget what you did, 

but people will never forget 

how you made them feel.

Maya Angelou
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   OLLABORATORS
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        e don’t change the world  

when we whisper,  

we change it when we roar.
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       ARTNERING THE RIGHT PEOPLE

In today’s dynamic, competitive business arena, full market space and  

ever-changing business scenarios, it is increasingly essential for any brand  

to grow and show an increase in demand. Brand Collaboration is one of  

the most potent ways to achieve this.

THE JOY OF JOINING FORCES

When like-minded brands join forces it’s because they share the same ideas, 

vision and culture - and ultimately a common goal. The primary intention of 

such a strategic alliance is to share expertise and reach, and to offer a unique, 

significant product or service to their respective clients. 

Ultimately, collaborations can provide brands with a competitive edge and 

advantage in the market, thereby increasing their market share. This in turn 

equals a higher return on investment and increased profits for all parties.  

It’s a win-win situation when the right brands come together!

Brand Collaboration
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    ou dont get what you  

wish or hope for.

You get what you believe  

in and go after.

Invictus
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

Every brand has amassed its own unique expertise, critical learnings and 

resources but within the specific confines of a particular business setting  

or industry sector. But what about tapping into what lies beyond this  

scope of knowledge? For most brands, plugging into this powerful  

pool means outsourcing or relying on third parties to ‘fill the gap’ in  

experience and expertise.

In the context of knowledge sharing, collaboration can be an invaluable way  

of boosting and exciting the creativity levels of associated brands - the end result 

being a groundbreaking new product.

IGNITE A FRESH FOLLOWING

Brand Collaboration enhances the exposure of your brand to a new but 

informed clientele, an already established client base of loyal followers - an 

audience that would otherwise not be so easily attainable. Increased reach  

is a benefit to all of the allied brands.

A TRIED AND TESTED TOOL

Collaboration and capitalising off a more established brand name is a tried and 

tested way of gaining consistent growth and higher returns, enhancing brand 

value and market share. Indeed it is one of the oldest and best strategic tools 

in the book. International Brand Creators is a great supporter of such strategic 

partnerships. It’s all about finding the perfect match!   

Selecting and collaborating with exceptional partners is not only goal  

for us, it’s a privilege.
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    EW ADVENTURES
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     magine the unimaginable.
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Welcome to International Brand Creators Milan, Lake Como, Italy - the beginning 

of a new journey and story for our company...

The Finest Location for the Finest People. The Magical Lake of Como  

needs no introduction. It is synonymous with out of this world beauty,  

mystique and wonder.

The Magical Lake. The Swiss Alps. The People. The Art. The Lifestyle. The Culture  

of Family and Food. The Understated Fame and Fortune... 

There is no other place like Lake Como. It simply has no rival. As one of the  

most desirable and sought-after destinations for the world’s elite to live and play, 

there is no better location for International Brand Creators to ‘set up shop’  

and service its international clients

Italy Milan & Lake Como 

     REAKING INTERNATIONAL GROUND

DOLCE VITA THE GOOD LIFE 
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  uture forward in spirit,

futuristic in design,

uncompromising in quality



ENGAGE:  ceo@annerette.com  |  +27 82 452 1930


